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Abstract:
Consumer buying behavior is known also as consumer decision making is the process by which individuals search for, select, purchase, use, and dispose of goods and services to satisfy require needs. This study has been designed to answer main question about the role of social media advertising on consumer buying behavior in very active field which is fashion retail industry, then determine the differences if existed in this relation regarding to the name of the brands and consumer demographics factors.

By electronic questionnaires conducted for consumers live in Istanbul-Turkey, findings showed weak relation between social media advertising and consumer need recognition, no relation at all with search for information, strong relation with evaluate the alternatives, and moderate relation for both buying decision and post-purchase behavior, as these steps represent the five steps need recognition model in consumer buying behavior.

Moreover, findings showed no changes in this relation regarding to consumer’s age, and education level. However, there were changes between Females and males in the relation with consumer need recognition, and search for information. In addition, another changes regarding to income between social media advertising and evaluate the alternatives especially for consumers earn more than 5,000TL among other income groups.
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1. Introduction
The emergence of Web 2.0 is one of the biggest development in the history of commerce came along with Social Media as an evolution based on the Web 2.0, this technical revolution had huge affecting in the traditional marketing approach, brought new era among marketers, an era were social media changed totally the relationships between marketers and stakeholders,

Social Media is shifting the power from marketers to consumers, because regarding to the democracy allowed in social media all users as consumers can now be in contact with each other exchanging the information about products and services, which push marketers changing their old methods to match the new needs of consumers, and contact with them in individual as possible as they can, especially in their buying behavior by using social media as marketing channel in both free as word-of-mouth and paid as social media advertising. Furthermore, advertising is simply one way that consumers learn about new products, learn about things consumers may want or need, because the more consumers know about products more choices they can make, as no one prefer to make poor choices when it comes to purchase, what social media provide is smart many choices more than poor or just many choices (Evans, 2008).

This study tries to highlight the impact of social media advertising as paid social media marketing tool in consumer buying behavior regarding to the five steps need recognition model for companies working in fashion retail industry in Istanbul city, which step has the strongest relation with social media advertising and which has no relation at all regarding to the changes in the consumer’s demographic factors.
2. Literature Review

2.1 Fashion Retail Industry and Social Media

The latter part of 20th century had witnessed many development in direct marketing which become very important promotion tool used by retailers, at the same time another development in technology helped retailers to reach consumers with different ways, this developments paved the way for online retailing, the advent of the internet and the dot-com led to a host of pure play online retailers and an era of fast-moving technological innovation that touched virtually every aspect of the retail value chain, from product development and sales to operations, resulting to that a host of new channels emerged, most of them at the hand of the end consumers like social networking and viral marketing (KPMG, 2009, P7-9).

Fashion retail industry has deep roots and one of the most important types of retail industry, like most other quickly started using the internet to gain improvements in the efficiency and effectiveness of operations and marketing. Nevertheless, consumers are increasingly using internet to make extensive amount of research on products and fashion trends before purchasing through and media, also making more and more online purchase (Tuhnainen, Rossi, 2012).

There are some notable studies on impact of social media in fashion retailing. Dorado (2011) examines the use of social media by fashion retail companies, and how they use it to effectively reach their target audiences, and how their audiences are responding, then examines why people choose to create relationship with a particular fashion brand via social media. Another study by Preece (2012) deals with social media as public relation strategy. Moher (2013) studied social media as a marketing strategy and how it affects the market shrinkage in fashion and luxury markets. It can be concluded by all three studies mentioned that consumers like to be in contact with fashion brands in social media platforms, which push fashion retail companies to give a huge interest to social media as marketing channel.

2.2 Consumer Buying Behavior and Social Media

According to Khan (2006) all of us are consumers, we consume daily regarding to our needs, preferences, and buying power, which open the door for too many questions about what to buy? How we buy? Where and when we buy? In addition, when we say consumer we refer to two types of consuming unites, first one is the organizational consumers like business organizations, government agencies, or non-profit organizations, second one the final consumers like individuals, families, or households (Al-jeraisy, 2008, P43). For sure within this project we are going to focus on the second type which represents the final consumers as the field we applied in is the fashion retail industry.

2.2.1 Five Steps Model to Consumer Buying Behavior

Consumers are the focus of all retail decisions, many questions had been asked about how consumers decide upon what product to buy, the brand, and the store to buy them from. Therefore, it is important to appreciate how consumers making their buying decisions. There are many models try to explain the process of consumer buying behavior, but in this project we will focus on the famous five steps of need recognition starting from the first feeling of need to take the buying decision through searching for information and evaluate the other alternatives, then finally after purchase behavior.

1. Need Recognition:

The buying process starts when people recognized that they have unsatisfied need, while unsatisfied need actually arises when consumer satisfaction differ from his or her present level of satisfaction (Levy, Weitz, 2004, p.111). Moreover, need arousal can be triggered by external environment or internally from the buyer itself, needs themselves arise from either physiological (biogenic) or psychological (psychogenic) states, and once a need has been aroused the buyer seek out way to satisfy it (Sullivan, Adeock, 2002, p.52). Cox & Brittan (2004) says that consumers as human have certain fundamental needs can be satisfied in quite simple ways but when it needs some complex requirements it is become a problem, the natural response to this problem is to seek a solution which lead to search of information (p.79), in other words it is reasonable to suggest that consumers are looking to satisfy needs when they buy products or services (Semenik, 2002, P152).
2. Information Search:
Once the consumer has recognized a need, it is often not obvious what the best way to satisfy that need would be (Semenik, 2002, P153), therefore, this stage is concerned with gathering information and processing it to allow consumer to move towards a purchase decision, and this search can involve information retrieval from the buyer memory (internal) as well as external search if internal information is insufficient (Sullivon, Adcock, 2002, p.52). Semenik (2002) explained in more details what internal and external information search are, regarding to him Internal Information Search drawing in personal past experience and prior knowledge and maybe all that is required to make the decision, thus it is important for promotion function in this stage to focus on beliefs and attitude of consumers, but when it is not enough the External Information Search will be important to help consumers collecting information they need which most of the time will be by searching about others experiences like friends and relatives, nowadays social media become the major tool for this kind of research to read and see what other people writing and saying about other brands. Moreover, marketing efforts at this stage should increase the amount of information available to consumers about products they are searching for (Al-jeraisy, 2008, p. 90-91).

3. Evaluation of Alternatives:
This stage is an extension of the previous one, once the required information is available, the buyer will begin to evaluate each purchase option with the aim of gradually reducing the list of possible purchases to one. Actually this process will developed a strong purchase intention within the mind of buyer which lead to expected purchase unless some problems arise in the period between intention development and final purchase (Sullivon, Adcock, 2002, p.53). In addition, Semenik (2002) explain that evaluative the alternatives could be structured by the consumer’s consideration set which mean subset of brands from a particular product category, and evaluative criteria which include many other factors such as price, warranty, or colour (P154).

4. The Buying Decision:
It is not a single decision but a bundle of decisions, any one of which can result in a change of mind and an alternative route being followed (Cox, Brittan, 2004, p.80). Moreover, if we want to get specific in retailing Levy & Weitz (2004) says that consumers may not buy the product which is the highest in the list of evaluation, for sure it gives the great benefit but it may not be available in the store or it risks outweigh the potential benefits (p.122).

5. Post-Purchase Evaluation:
Once the purchase has been made, evaluations continues so consumer can feel that he made the right decision which meet the expectations as we called it Post-purchase satisfaction, or Post-purchase dissatisfaction if the evaluations does not meet the expectations (Sullivon, Adcock, 2002, p.53). Again promotion can play very good role in this case to make sure that consumers will be satisfied by creating appropriate expectations for a brand’s performance before a purchase and by helping the consumer who has already bought the advertised brand to feel good about doing so (Semenik, 2002, P155).
It is very important for this project, after getting through consumer behavior and buying decision, to determine how social media can affect consumer behavior in general and consumer buying behavior in specific to be a start point for determine the role of social media advertising on them regarding to other studies related to this subject.

2.3 Social Media Advertising

Social media can be defined as “a group of internet-based applications that build on the ideological and technological foundations of web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange of user-generated content”. (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010, P60). Moreover, Social Media Advertising can be defined as “An online Ad that incorporates user interactions that the consumer has agree to display and be shared. The resulting Ad displays these interactions along with the user’s persons (picture and/or name) within the Ad content” (IAB, 2009, P4).

Advertising is very important tool in promotion mix for all kind of organizations usually it refers to one-way communication in any mass media. The American Marketing Association define it as “the placement of announcement and persuasive messages in time or space purchased in any of the mass media by business firms, non-profit organizations, government agencies, and individuals who seek to inform and/or persuade members of particular target market or audience about their products, services, organizations, or ideas”. However, with the development of the internet and online world especially social media environment, a lot of changes happened in advertising, in its capabilities and functions which require a new paradigm (L.Tuten, 2008, P2).

Regarding to L.Tuten (2008, P3-5) there are many differences between traditional advertising and social media advertising. First difference is the form of media, while traditional advertising tied with the “mass media” include television, radio, print, or outdoor, advertising by social media might mean both one-to-one advertising through permission-based, and targeted messages, or it could be mass coverage using a display ad, when defining advertising for online media, the size of the audience should not be used as a defining factor of advertising.

Second, traditional advertising must be paid communications, it is the fact in each definition of advertising since this concept appears, on the other hand social media advertising could be totally free and unpaid or it can be indirectly paid as the case in some aspects of social network advertising like paid ads on Facebook.

Third, traditional advertising has been viewed always as on-way communication from the marketers to the target audience through some traditional media, but with the world of web 2.0 it is become truly enable for two-way or
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even multi-way communication between firms and consumers, and this is the case in social media advertising and online advertising in general.

Forth, traditional advertising relied on a model of interrupting consumers lives, but consumers accepted this interrupting sometimes because it represent a free tool to know about brands via television or radio ads.

3. The Research Methodology

Regarding to Nielsen (2013) since social media as concept appear most of marketers used the benefit of its free tools, but after 2009 there were increasing in using of another method which represent the paid social media marketing and by 2012 about 75% of marketers indicated that they use this paid method with about 10% of their overall online budget, 64% of them was assuring that this amount of budget will increase in the future. Moreover, with question to identify which form of paid social media marketers regularly use, the overwhelming majority use Facebook ads (90%), followed by LinkedIn ads (20%) and twitter ads (17%) (Stelzner, 2014).

Nevertheless, fashion retail industry is not out of this, it is for sure part of competition war, were most companies and retailers working in this field using social media sites with both free and paid methods to promote their products, regarding to Demirtas (2012) one out of two active internet users in Turkey do shopping through the internet mostly with fashion categories like clothes and shoes. Thus, in this study researcher will try to analyze how one of social media marketing tool which is paid social media advertising influence the buying behavior of end users regarding to the different brands they will find and consumers demographic factors in Istanbul city were fashion is very important trend. With regard to this, the research problem of this study can be formulated as the following question:

Is there a role of social media advertising on consumer buying behavior in fashion retail industry in Istanbul?

It is known that consumer get throw process when he decide to buy anything weather the buying happened online or offline, and there are many model to explain this process but the most important one is the need recognition five steps (need recognition, search for alternative, evaluate the alternatives, take the decision, evaluate the decision). Therefore, it is very important not just to determine the impact of social media advertising on consumer buying decision but also to specified which step was the most affected one. Regarding to that we can form the first hypothesis as:

H1: there are meaningful relation between social media advertising and consumer buying behavior in fashion retail industry.

Moreover, It is known that consumers differentiated regarding to their demographics factors like Age, Gender, income, education level…etc. which mean that the impact of social media advertising on consumer buying behavior could be different as well regarding to main changes on consumers characteristics, and the second hypothesis will be:

H2: there are differences in the way that social media advertising will affect consumer buying behavior regarding to the consumers demographic factors in fashion retail industry.

The overall process and idea of data collection follows a particular strategy that helps minimize cost and increase the efficiency by providing valid information. It is ensured that reliable data is provided within the present study. Regarding to that some further questions which related to the survey researcher put it and then answered them like: Who were the respondent people? These were the people from social media sites: Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram and Twitter and also from the online survey website named “survey monkey”. How the questionnaire got distributed? It got distributed via email and by leaving it on the online survey website, and social media platforms. How the filled out forms got received by the researcher? These were received via email, online survey website, and ‘Drive’ application of docs-google.

During an academic research, it is always very essential to remain within the circle of ethics and within the formalities. The researcher has been careful in this regard and no particular brand has been under criticism. The questionnaires have been distributed to the consumers with the relaxation that identity of none will be disclosed and will be treated as confidential. Moreover, it is not the name of the person that has to be addressed but it is rather the mind-set of the consumers with respect to the buying decisions that they make so as to get a better perspective of marketing within Istanbul-Turkey.
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4. Results and Discussion

Table 1: Regression scores for the five steps need recognition theory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buying behavior Step</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Correlation (r)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Need Recognition</td>
<td>0.000b</td>
<td>0.246a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search for Information</td>
<td>0.596b</td>
<td>0.031a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate Alternatives</td>
<td>0.017b</td>
<td>0.737a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take the Decision</td>
<td>0.036b</td>
<td>0.526a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Purchase behavior</td>
<td>0.019b</td>
<td>0.331a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There From table one we can see that the probability of (F) statistics is in order (0.000, 0.017, 0.036, and 0.019), less that the significant level (0.05) which mean that we have enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis for the steps (Need recognition, Evaluate the alternatives, Take the decision, and Post-purchase behaviour). Thus, there are relation between the social media advertising and those four steps. However, from the R scores we can see that this relation differ regarding to the steps as it can be weak in the first step with (0.246) and strong with the third step with (0.737), and more moderate regarding to the fourth and fifth steps with (0.526) and (0.331) in order.

On the other hand, we can see that the probability of (F) statistics is (0.596) more than the level of significant (0.05) for the second step (search for information). Therefore, there is no enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis which mean that there is no relation between social media advertising and search for information. We can indicate from this results that consumers do not rely on social media advertising to find information about the products they want to buy in Istanbul city as they prefer to use social media advertising mostly evaluate the alternatives.

Moreover, from the table 2, we can see that there are no differences in the consumer buying behaviour regarding to the Gender, Age, and Education level as the probability of (F) statistics is in order (0.647, 0.540, 0.082) more than the significant level (0.05), as we do not have enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis, which mean is that the buying behaviour of consumers did not change regarding to their gender, age, and education level. On the other hand, the probability of (F) statistics is (0.029) less than the significant level (0.05) in the Income factor, which mean that we have enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative one, and that mean there are differences regarding to the Income on the consumer buying behaviour. To be more specific the Post-Hoc LSD analysis have been done to determine the differences exist between which categories in specific.

Table 2: Demographics factor One-Way ANOVA test results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics Factor</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level</td>
<td>0.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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From Table 3 we can see that the P value for category number four in income which is ‘above 5000 TL’ always less than the level of significant (0.05), and the mean differences is always significant at the (0.05) level for this category, we can see that clearly in the last section of the same table. Indeed, the mean difference between ‘above 5000 TL’ and ‘500 TL- 900 TL’ (-0.90) at (0.007) significant which reflect the biggest difference between income categories when consumer evaluate the alternatives. However, this differences existing with second category ‘1000 TL- 300 TL’ with mean differences around (-0.68) at (0.02) significant, and third category ‘3100 TL- 5000 TL’ with mean differences around (-85) at (0.005) significant.

**Table 3: Multiple Comparisons to income categories regarding to consumer buying behavior**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable: Consumer Buying Behavior</th>
<th>LSD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I) Salary</td>
<td>(J) Salary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 TL - 900 TL</td>
<td>Above 5000 TL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 TL - 3000 TL</td>
<td>Above 5000 TL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3100 TL - 5000 TL</td>
<td>Above 5000 TL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

5. **Conclusion:**
The motivate of the research was triggered by personal interest in how paid social media advertising effect consumer buying behaviour regarding to the five steps need recognition model of buying decision, in new report for social media examiner website indicate that around 94% of marketers used paid social media advertising in Facebook for both B2B and B2C, less than this percentage but still important in other social media platforms. Therefore, the research was carried out to measure if a relationship is existing between this paid method and each step of the need recognition buying decision model and how much this relation is strong, applied in very important field in Istanbul-Turkey which is fashion retail industry.

The research finding has showed relation in range between moderate and strong regarding to the whole model. However, third step ‘evaluate the alternatives’ has the strongest relation with social media advertising comparing with other steps, contrariwise the second step ‘information search’ have no relation at all with social media advertising. Thus, researchers totally believe that social media advertising have an impacts on consumer buying behaviour, and recommend marketing managers whose working in fashion retail industry for both brand direct marketing or as retailers to design their social media advertising as a comparative advertising and avoid providing information about the product itself as consumers don’t rely on social media advertising as a source for information searching, at the same time it is important to study the differences in the demographic factors if there are regarding to the results in this study when they design the advertising. In addition, it is very important to taking into account the limits of this
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study, and be careful to generalize the results in two areas first one which is the place as this research conducted in Istanbul one of the biggest cities in Turkey but results could not be the same for other cities inside Turkey or in other countries, second one is the field which is fashion products as a part of shopping goods from apparels and shoes and again this results could change regarding to other product category like convenience goods or some types of specially goods.

Moreover, researcher recommend future studies for each step alone from the need recognition model specially for the second and third steps as they reflect that there is no relation and the strongest relation in order, and recommend future studies for differences in social media platforms regarding to using paid social media advertising and its impact on consumer buying behaviour, considering the limited time and scope of this research, it would be undoubtedly useful and interesting to have a case fashion company and apply social media advertising for this company in different platforms as scenarios offer a comparison between those platforms. Finally researcher recommends future studies apply on different product categories and what differences between them could be.

To sum up, in this thesis researcher tried to provide a guide could be important to be used in fashion retail industry to make sure design advertising supporting the company itself and consumers buying behaviour in a way that guaranty benefits for both sides, for sure results cannot represent all individuals across Istanbul as a whole, but researcher tried to be so close to what is the trends in general regarding to the sample he applied the research on.
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